
GOOD TIMING 
A STRUCTURED, ADAPTABLE TIMETABLE, TO MAKE THE MOST OF TIME AT HOME !
One of the few potentially positive things to emerge from the challenging situation we are 
now experiencing is to find ourselves at home with time on our hands. Being released from 
the daily grind of worldly work has given us the freedom to explore our inner world. We 
now have a precious opportunity to progress and apply our Dharma and Meditation 
practices to greatly mature ourselves and benefit others. !
In order to make the most of our time, while working at home and still carrying out our daily 
responsibilities, we need structure, a framework for our activities that can be tailored to our 
particular needs and circumstances. This timetable is offered as a blueprint for you to use 
or adapt and transform a seemingly negative situation into a truly positive one! !
7.00 - GOOD MORNING -  Rise and shine, wash and dress. !
7.30 - OFFERINGS - Make offerings to the 3 Jewels of Buddha, Dharma, Sangha  
(e.g. offering bowls, a candle, Refuge and prostrations, short practice of Green Tara) !
8.00 - BREAKFAST and tidy up !
9.00 - GET SET MED - 1st meditation session to set yourself up for the day !
10.00 - INDOOR EXERCISE - Get the energy flowing, i.e. Qigong, Stretches, Yoga !
10.30 - 12.30 - WORK SESSION ( or Dharma Practice, or Domestic Duties ) !
12.30 - LUNCH BREAK !
14.00 - 16.00 WORK SESSION ( or Dharma Practice, or Domestic Duties) !
16.00 - OUTDOOR EXERCISE - Walk, run cycle, walk the dog !
17.00 - DHARMA STUDY Reading and reflecting on dharma books and teachings !
18.00 - SUPPER TIME !
19.00 - NGONDRO or YIDAM PRACTICE ( i.e. Chenrezi or other)  !
20.00 - FREE TIME - R & R, do your thing !
22.30 - MED BEFORE BED - Last meditation of the day to wind down and settle the mind.  
Dedicate the merit to all sentient beings. !
23.00 GOODNIGHT - Rest well


